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Abstract – it is one of the complex disease and many 

people globally invoke this disease. that can efficient any time 

identification of heart disease in key role healthcare. In this 

way developed the system based on classification algorithm 

that can include the support vector machine selection 

algorithm used for increase the classification accuracy and 

reduce the execution time that can easily implements 

healthcare identification of heart disease. This paper machine 

learning algorithm is used if a person is heart disease or not. It 

is machine learning domain is used. The suggested diagnosis 

system achieved good accuracy as compared to previously 

proposed  technique. Additionally the proposed system can 

easily implemented in healthcare for the identify of the  heart 

disease which is one of the most promiment application of 

artificial intelligence  
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

Heart disease is one of the mejor disease problem in the 
world in cardiology proper identification of heart disease is 
important in health care for that purpose we build and accurate 
system for the identification of heart disease by using various 
machine learning approach.the approach consist of 
classification algo contain logistics regression k- nearest 
neighor decision tree, naive Bayes, support vector machine and 
also included selection algo such as . minimal redundancy,list 
absolute shrinkage selection operator relief the common causes 
of heart disease is blockage of coronary arteries and the blood 
vessels.the another reason of heart disease problem occurs 
because of the sometime person cannot breath well and cause 
heart faliure we build a system recognise the person is 
suffering is heart disease or not now a day most of people 
suffer heart disease problem in machine learning algorithms 
can be used to detect whether a person suffering from heart 
disease by consideration some attributes such as age of the 
person,heart pain, some other attributes involve in it using 
various machine learning algorithms we can classify the people 
who suffer from the heart disease among the people who do 
not have.the determine accuracy obtained by k- nearest 
neighbour is 86.885% and random forest algo accuracy is 
81.967% day by day heart disease patients increase rapidly it is 
very important to predict disease beforehand.the research paper 
mainly focus on which patients having a heart disease based on 
various medical attributes 

 

 

2.     Problem defination 

 

Heart disease can be handled with a combination of lifestyle 
changes, medicine and in some cases surgery. The symptoms 
of heart disease can be reduced by applying right treatment and 
also improve the functioning of the heart.  As the predicted 
result can be use to prevent and reduce the cost of 
surgicaltratment and other expenses involve in operation .the 
main aim of the my work will be to predict accurately with few 
test and attributes of heart disease prediction system. Attributes 
consider form the primary basis for  test and  gives the correct 
output. 

The attribute can be taken as a input but our main goal is to 
predict with few attributes and faster efficiency. Decision are 
taken suggested by doctors expriance rather than knowledge 
rich data hidden in the data bases and the data set.data mining 
helps  to the healthcare industries to make health system to 
systematically which uses data and analytics to verify in 
efficiencies that improve care and reduce cost. 

3.Objectives: 
3.1Main objective:  
The main objective of our system is to developing a heart 
prediction system. We develop a system which can find out 
and extract hidden knowledge associated with disease from a 
data set .data mining technique can be used in heart disease 
prediction system which aims to exploit data on medical in 
medical data set which will include in the heart disease 
prediction system. 

3.2Specificobjectives: 

1.provide new approach to deal with patterns in the data set. 

2.avoid human biasness 

3.for developing naïve bayes classifier which will classifies the 
disease as per the input provided by the user 

4.reduced the cost of medical operations 

 

 

4. feasibility study: 

 

We are developing a heart disease prediction system which 
will highly concentreted on  heart disease problems.clinical 
dicisions are base on doctor experience rather than on the 
knowledge rich data hidden in the data sets. The propose 
system will combine clinical dicision support which will base 
on patient records. It reduces medical errors and decreases 
unwanted practice variation and enhances patient safety and 
also improves patient outcome. We are using various data 
modeling and analysis tools example data mining which will 
having a high potential to generate a knowledge base 
environment which will help us to improve the quality of 
clinical dicision data mining contributes major part in the field 
of health care.there are huge records in the medical data 
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domain and because of this it become necessary to use data 
mining technique which will help in decision support in 
clinical field. thus we are developing a system which will 
helpful in identifying heart disease patient. 

 

5...LITRATURE REVIEW:  

      In this literature riview research is done field and 
people have produced method . and that can used the 
supervised machine learning algorithms they can research 
paper have been written the several topics they have presented 
in the form of a paper analyze performance of various model 
based on machinelearning algorithm and technique ,it is data 
mining techniques useful for heart disease that can achive the 
diagnosis heart disease using the machine learning algorithm it 
is improvement of prediction accuracy is a big challenges and 
research.Developed hd classification system by using machine 
learning classification technique ,developed an ann ensemble 
based diagnosis system for hd along with statical measuring 
system .Ann-dbp algorithm along with fs algorithm and 
performance was good.proposed and expert medical diagnosis 
system for hd identification. In developed the system 
predictive model of machine learning such as native bays. The 
86.12% accuracy was achived by nb,ANN and 88.12% and dt 
classifier achivers are there .developing a three phase 
technique based on artificial neural networking of the system, 
proposed a hd identification method using feature selection 
sequential  backword  selection algorithm for future selection. 
The classifier k-nearest neighbor performance has been 
cheaked on selected feauture he also proposed a new method 
for significant feature for selection data however all those 
technique have lack of prediction accuracy and high 
computation time. According to table 1 the prediction accuracy 
of hd detection method need further improment thus the mejor 
issues in these previous approach are low accuracy and high 
computation time. These problem new methods are needed to 
detect hd correctly,in prediction accuracy is a big challenge 
and research gap 

 

6.Methodology: 

This paper analysis of machine learning algorithm.heart 
disease prediction system in which machine learning algorithm 
, technique,different method are used for finding the heart 
disease predictable patient in our countries for thus purpose to 
implement this project. All the research data and techniques 
background are discussed  in the following subsections they 
are used the paper are k-nearest neighbors and random forest 
classifiers in the analysis of diagnosis heart disease.this include 
the paper work .to examing the journals published paper and 
data of heart disease of the recent times.they have system 
design for the identification of heart disease 

A). DATA SET: 

Heart disease prediction system in which having data set 
method are used the purposed for testing purpose in the 
study.during designing the data set method. In which having 
303 are instances and 75 attributes are used. All are the 
published experiments using subset of 14them in this work, we 
are performing pre-processing of data set and 6 samples are 
used in this methodology. Pendingsamples is 297 and other13 
features dataset are left and 1 output label.output level having 2 
classes in which first is absence of hd and another second is 
presence of hd ,hence feature matrix is297*13 of extracted 
features are included. 

B)PRE-PROCESSING OF DATA SET: 

Pre-processing data set required having good representation 
technique. This technique of pre-processing data set are 
removing attributes, missing value, standard scalar, min-max 
scalar this can have been applied to dataset 

 

7 .EXPERIMENTAL RESULT: 

1)result of data pre-processing technique 

 

 

The result of these operation are reported.the process dataset 
has 297 instances and 13 input attributes with one output label  
data visualization is the presentation of data in graphoical 
format it helps people understsand the significance of data in 
graphical format. It helps people histogram of the data set 
represented the frequency of accurance of specific phoneme 
the heat map,provides a quick visual summery of info. Which 
is two –dimensional representation of data in which colors 
represent value more elaborate heat maps allow the viewer to 
understand complex datasets. 

 8. FUTURE SCOPE:  

Todays world most of the data is computerized the data of 
heart disease prediction system. Primary motive of this 
research is the prediction of heart ,the paper is the prediction of 
heart disease by using machine learning algorithm. various 
method  have been used for the knowlwdge of abstraction by 
various data mining methods for the prediction of heart disease 
. we are building a prediction model with diff classification 
technique. we produced a well accurate prediction model for 
heart disease.in future the system can work on the mobile base 
application.the system can work by using voice assistantant 
features. 

 

9.CONCLUSION: 

The  system can get more importance in the area of helth care . 
which represents the process that dimands through 
understanding of the need of hospitals/organization . by using 
the system the knowledge gain from the system can be used to 
take successful dicisions that will improve success of helth of 
the patient and organization.the system requires the correct 
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technology and various analytical techniques also for reporting 
and tracking which can be used for majoring the result  in this 
study an efficient machine learning based diagnosis-system has 
been developed for the diag machine learning classifier include  
ANN, LR ,SVM,NB AND DT are used for designing purpose 
four standard selection algorithm include ing-relief, 
MRMR,LASSO,LLBFS ARE USED FOR purposed. 
According table specificity of ANN classifier is best on relief 
fs algorithm the sensitivity of classifier nb on selected feature 
classified set by lassofs algorithm also gives the best result the 
processing time of logistic regression thus the expremental 
result show that the features selection algorithm. According to 
the feature selection algorithm this having most important 
suitable features are here.the accuracy of svm with the 
proposed of feature selection algorithm are used. 
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